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1

The polieies of an organisation are the most iaportant component in defining its purpose and setting its
priorities.

The public school system in Ontario is no ex-

ception to this rule* In the past century education in the
public domain has made no major changes in its polieies*
The present authoritarian, tightly constricted, vertical
hierarchy is the same organisational structure introduced
by Rye re on in the 1850 *s. At that time, such a system reflected the prevailing societal purposes and needs. But
today the public sehool system does not function in such a
manner as to fill its role in 20th century Canadian society.
The question now is not one of the legitimacy of
change in this system, but one of how this change can be
effected in the light of present knowledge about organisational innovation.
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II
SIGNIFICANCE
The educational institution has &V%T^ child between
the agee of 5 yeare and 16 years for approximately 25 hours
a week, 10 months of the year. Ho other public system influences each citizen for such an extended period in the
crucial developmental years. Having been a teacher in the
public school system, I ma deeply aware of the possibilities for enrichment and growth, as well as indifference and
permanent social handicaps the system can offer.

It is an

old and unfortunate adage that school systems are always 50
years behind the current state of Itnowledge in their practices.

Policy changes are the only corrective measures that

can brine about system wide alterations in a cohesive orderly fashion.
r*y interest in the potential for social change and
influence began in teaching, but has been underlined again
wad again by experiences in the field and the library.

Girls

/t Vocational Hir.h.1 illu&tr&tes the relative futility of individual and group services as the main assault on poor functioning within the ayetea.

The results of these services

were generally the same as could hf.ve been predicted from no
help at all, Schafer views deviance in the public school as
"adverse pupil-school inter^ctione* and carefully explains
the role the school system plays in actually reinforcing mal- 2 -
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performance in school pupils.^
Social work is now a part of some school system
structures.

She role it plays in the majority of eases is

helping the individual pupil adjust to the status quo, (i.e.
Gc£*rborott'-"i., Kitchener, 5ortfc York).

Social workers as

staff nembers, as well as providing eoclal services, add an
aura of professionalfetfctusto the BoardF for whom they
work.

For these said other sore respectable reasons, school

boards are hiring; more social workers to be a part of the
school eystera. With these opportunities arising, it is imperative to have vslio basic data on the social worker's
efficacy as a change agent* with reference to policy alterations »

P002HOT3TS
iRenry J. Meyer, et al., Girls at Vocational Hizh
(Sew York: itussell Sage foundation,'' l"^o5J.
Salter U. CotWer, "deviance in the iublic kc&oolas
An Interactional View*' Behavioural Science for Social
Workers ed. by Kdwin J, Thomas, [lev York: /ree Jfrcsc,

WW,

P.

5a.

•both inside and outside the system
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fhe purpose of this study is to begin a long term research project calculated to measure social woikers* efficacy and influence in changing the school system through policy alterations.
In this study the purpose will bes
1) to investigate the relationship between the social worker* m efficacy in changing the school as a system, and his
position as a school staff member, particularly in terms
of:
a) identifying and elucidating possible variables in
the relationship especially with reference to;
i) the importance of the point of entry or
hierarchical position in the system
ii) the years of social work experience of the
worker
ill) the kind of social work experience of the
worker
iv) the worker's social work specialty
v) the years of school social work experience
of the worker
vi) the job description of the worker
vii) the worker*s understanding of the role and
functions assigned to him by the school
system
- 4 -
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viii) the worker*s perception of the primary and
secondary sources of the system's expectations concerning his role and functions
ix) the else of the school system
x) the number of social workers employed
xi} the existence and effects of reference
groups among social workers in the system
xii) the influence of a reference group outside
the school system, if one exists, upon the
worker's efforts within the system
b) investigating the influence of the worker's orientation on the relationship. Orientation will include the worker*s methodological preference,
social work experience and education, and social
values concerning changing the school system*
c) identifying resources available to workers Inside
and outside the system
d) ordering variables in a general scale of influence
on the relationship
e) beginning a profile of workers outside the school
system who are working to change school policies
f) discovering the proportion of school social workers
interested in system change through policy alterations.

. 6-

g) designing research tools to continue the project
h) finding a funding body interested in further research
£he design choice is an exploratory study, in order
to examine the possible effects ©f the above variables and
identify other unknown variables in this relationship. She
methodology is informal and flexible in order to focus en
the information and data, and their implications as these
are recognised. R© other study ha® concentrated on this
research question, and therefore an exploratory study is
needed to further define the characteristics of the relationship.

FOOSHOfl
A l f r e d * • Kahn, "fhe Besign of Keseareh", Social
Work Research ed. by Norman A. Polaneky (Chicago: TJnTvereity of Chicago Press, I960), p. 58.

IT
HBvTBW Of 'x'HB MfKBAfW®
'She be«t source of material in the proposed study *s
urea is outside the field of social work proper. Management eonenltantB and organisational researchers such as
Argyris andfiennlftprovide seme insights into the proposed
research. Eaphasle upon a sociological rather than a psy—
chological approach seewe to be the modus operandi of these
authors.
Beanis, in qpfim^m,

iprf,afilzatiiQns

state*t

"Frequently, the change-agents are not actual
mesbers ©f the elient-systessf in other cases
they are. fhere are some who say that significant change depends en the impetus generated
by an external agent, fhey argue that only a
skilled outsider-consultant can provide the
perspective, detachment and energy so necessary to effect a true alteration of existing
patterns. Advocates of the internal model
take the opposite stand. They argue that the
insider possesses the intimate knowledge of
the client-system (and the power to legitimise)
that the external change-agent lacks. In addition, the internal ehange-agent does net generate the suspicion and aistrust that the outsider often does. His acceptance and credibility are guaranteed, it is argued, by his organizational status*.!
Bennis mentions only one instance of staff ©embers
working organisational change within the employing system,
©eneral Electric hires and trains organisational change
agents for work within their own structure. However, the
change-agent la always sent to a setting where he Is pre-

7-
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vlously unknown.2

fhio approach parallels the outside con-

sultant aore closely then the ineide colleague. Argyrls,3
Caplow,^ and Lewln,5 approach a setting at the management's
request, and work with the organization using & probleaeentred orientation.

When the Initial problem for which

consultation wae requested is solved,* the consultant gradually withdraws his services.
Seashore and Egmond in *¥he Consultant*Trainer*s
Bole" provide sons very relevant insights into sehool system
changes, A trainer-consultant approach wae used in a sehool
system experiencing organisational dysfunction due to staff
relationships.

The superintendent, principal, &nd 2C teach-

ers were involved in the programme, their conclusions as to
the consultant-trainer's contributions to the change process
weret
1. Freeing personnel in the organisation to participate in the training process.
2. Serving as the stimulus for redefining the situation.
3. Providing the initiative in exploring difficult or
unknown problem areas.
4. Providing continuous support as the change process
is started.

•through organisational change

_ 9«

5. Providing aid in the continuous diagnosis of problems.
6. Providing helpful information, procedures and resources.6
Alertness to these conclusions can help the researcher define the variables affecting change potential both inside and outside the sehool system. In the above study the
change-agent was basically outside the system, but his involvement was longer than occurs in most consulting situations.

The training component appears to be a function of

at least a quasi-staff member, and the emphasis on continuity in support and diagnosis indicates the time element. The
entry point of intervention Is assumed in all consultant
roles to be fairly high on the hlerarchial scale (i.e. management usually requests the service)•

Social workers enter

the school hierarchy via different roles and job descriptions, and these variables may effect their efficacy.* Sensitivity to emerging indicators of the most advantageous
point of intervention is part of the proposed study. Seashore
and Egmond's choice of school personnel (Management, i.e.
•Some sehool social workers sign a contract Identical
in form to a teacher's contract and are directly responsible
to the assistant or superintendent of the system* Others
are hired by the Board as clearly defined supplementary personnel to the educational hierarchy. Workers from community
agencies also enter the system through classroom intervention points or at the Board level as community consultants
to the entire system.

- 10 -

(superintendent) and employees (teachers)) in their study
iaplioity points out the importance of involving different
status ranked members of the hierarchy in organisational
change.

The continuity factor also presupposes that some

degree of consensus exists among the members of the system
that changes will occur over time and that commitment to
change must continue. Shis study will explore these areas
in order to clarify the relative importance of Seashore
and lgm©nd% conclusions regarding organisational change in
schools,
Brager, in euramarizing the experiences of Mobilisation for Youth, in attempting to influence organisational
change in the Sew Tork City school system, points out three
main factors t
*>^ff ftfffi&W fr* Ifrf fffffffff fJWMf* Borne proposed changes are shared goale between the educational system and the change agent* Others, however, violate established system goals sad are
highly resisted, the scope of the suggested
change also affects the opposition encountered.
These may include money, prestige, publicity,
knowledge, legitimation and oommunication, influential*;, and community support.
3 ) % « s^ratffilfs used b $ t h | p h a p y M e n f * fhe | H &
strategies used for effecting institutional change
include demonstration methods, integrative methods,
and political or pressure methods.*

-11

All thr#e rectors are relevant areas to be sensitive to, in
this study. Emerging insights about the ordered importance
of each in influencing social worker efficacy in changing
policy cmst be carefully sought.
Brager speaks specifically to the inside-outside system relationship in discussing the legitimation and communication component of resources available to the change agent.
B

fbe relationship between the change agent and
the change target, particularly as it affects
legitimation of the agent*s role, can be a
further resource. If the agent is located
within the system, it has legitimation as an
"insider* • Although it may be hampered by the
strictures of the system, its petition within
the organization gives the agent access to
certain tools and strategies in a change effort. The outsider, en the other hand, is
viewed with suspicion by the "experts** who
stand guard against his efforts. Free-wheeling
activity is more possible for an outsider, but
legitimation as a change agent is not.* 8
It would appear that the inside-outside relationship
has the most obvious effect on resources available! particularly those of communication and legitimation of strategies and proposed change.
Brager, in discussing the location of the change agent,
sheds further light on the "point of entry** variable being
explored in this study.

- 12 -

The location of the change agent affects both
the quantity and the quality of its (the Institution *s) interaction with the change
agent, The insider, if well placed in the
hierarchy, has the opportunity for extensive
communication in 'chipping sway* at values or
programs he believes need to be changed. His
words carry the weight of his position, with
all the sanction (or lack of it), his role
implies. A place at the 'communication center* of an organisation affords him considerable power to effect change* this may be
less than is often assumed, however, since as
an insider he is bound by all the constraints
of organizational role. Thus there are advantages and disadvantages in both positions
which contribute to the determination of appropriate strategy**."
Brager also highlights an educational quirk that
Mobilisation for Youth identified in its work with the Hew
Tork City school system,

fhe system differentiates between

professional educators who are academic in orientation, and
those who have had practical classroom experience.
"fhe position of those professional educators
who are supportive of the change effort may be
depreciated in any case since, as academicians
they lack classroom experience. To the system's
practitioners, they are, by definition,
^impractical*.*!"
fhe variable concerning worker orientation and its relationship to worker efficacy may extend beyond social work methodology and strategy to educational experience and background.
There are indications the school system is suspicious and
unimpressed by purely academic knowledge, and is more open to
a more "practical** experimental orientation.

- 13 -

In summary, the literature points out some relevant
general hypotheses about systems change. Brager, in particular, furnishes evidence that more than one variable Is
at work in determining policy changes in the school system,
via worker intervention.
Nevertheless, the further exploration, clarification, and identification of the variables affecting policy
changes by inside and outside system personnel, are virgin
ground to this study.
POOffOflS
McGraw-Hill, If66),p. 114*
glbjTd..p. 115.
,„.., *3m*Zia ^ ^ " l Q y f i q f f f f S j f W ^
Innovation, (Homewood
Illinoist fhe Horsey Press, 1965), pp. 1-29*
4fhe#dore Caplow, Prjftcln|fs of Orflfflisati^fi (Sew York*
Hareourt, Brace and World, 1964), pp. 234-242.
W t licwin, Bes#v^fi Se^al QonfMets (Sew Yerki
harper, 1948).
^Charles Seashore and Elmer Tan Egmond, "The Consultanttrainer's Bole", fhe x^snning of Change ed. by Warren a,
Bennls, Kenneth D. Benne, Robert Chin, (Hew Tork: Holt,
Rlnehart and Winston, 1961), pp. 660-666.
^George A. Brager, *Effooting Organisational Change
Through A Demonstration Project: fhe Case of Schools",
Communis Action Against Poverty ed. by George A* Brager and
Francis P. Purcell, (Sew Haven College and University Press,
19*3?) t PP. 104-105.
8
lllM-i P« ill9

IMi*» P« ii2*

l°lbld.* p. 110.

V
KESEAKCH METHOIX)LOGI
As stated in the Purpose and Design chapter, the conceptual area trader study la the relationship between the
social worker's efficacy in changing the school as a system,
and his position as a school staff member*
The relationship is the main area of investigation and the
number of specific variables affecting it are not known, but
sought at this point.
In order to make empirical investigation possible,
the variables mentioned in the relationship will be operatlonallsed as followst
a) fhe social worker's efficacy in changing the
school as a system will be measured in terms of
policy changes that affect the system, that came
about through the worker's direct or indirect efforts or influence.
b) fhe social worker will be defined as a person with
at least 1 year pest-graduate social work education, whose job description includes the words
"social work".
c) fhe school staff member will be defined as a social
worker whose employer is a School Beard ©r the Provincial Department of Education.

14 -
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Data collection will be conducted by the author using informal interviewing teehmques*

fhe interview will be at least

one hour in duration and will solicit information on:
1) job description
2) interest in system change through policy alterations
3) length of tenure
4) previous experience
5) actual social work being conducted
6) orientation of worker as to social work
methodology, and educational theory
7) position in hierarchy or point of entry into
system
3) relationship with other social workers on this
topic

All workers* opinions will be solicited ens
1) the potential of the sehool system for change in
policies
2) the number of colleagues working towards change
in policies
3) methods attempted
4) methods that succeeded
5) sources of resistance in system

— 16 —

6) potential points of entry into system
7) interest of system in research in this area
3) the importance of professional reference groups
to the worker's efforts to change the system
9) the advantages and/or disadvantages of being
a) inside or b) outside the school system in terms
of working towards policy change

In addition to the specific points mentioned, the interviewer
will encourage communication on any relevant area pertaining
to social work intervention in the school system. Bapport
will be considered important and consciously sought in order
to receive undefenslve, accurate opinion and fact.
fhe sample will Include sohool social workers chosen
by a "best informants" method,

fhese contacts will be sup-

plemented by persons whose school system involvement is known
through professional literature or reputation*.In concentrating solely on the components that contribute to the failure
of system change, it is possible to miss entirely variables
that might contribute to success, had they been present*

fhe

lessons to be learned from unaccomplished system change are
important, and will come out in the study through the questionnaire and the questions in the interview.

- 17

In the aaae manner, non-school social workers concerned about, and at tempt lag intervention, in the school
system will be identified.

Identical data collection will

be used with these persons,
fhe sample selection will be fairly small (8 to 10
cases) but a range of different settings and locations
(i.e. community agencies, provincial services, urban and
rural settings, varying sizes of sehool populations) will
be used*

M l school systems considered will be publicly

supported systems, administered by an elected Board* Parochial school system® will not be considered at this time
because of the few social workers in the system, the partial community representation, and the structure differences due to ehurch affiliation and religious values.
In order to assess the proportion of school social
workers interested and/or Involved in system change*, a
questionnaire will be sent to every social worker whose employer i® an Ontario public school Board or th© Department
of Bdueation. A covering letter will be enclosed explaining the purpose of the study and soliciting co-operation.
Additional comments in the area of social work in the school
system will be encouraged,

fhe Interview Schedule, ques-

tionnaire, and procedures are included in Appendix A*
•defined as policy alterations
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At this stage in the research, validity and reliability are not paramount, and the results of the questionnaires and the interviews will be compiled to indicate areas
that suggest further investigation (i.e. do social workers
see themselves as change agents in the school system'? Is
the relationship being researched affected by worker orientation?)
fhe data will be analyzed solely for insights and
correlations that suggest operating variables* In summarisslag the results, the researcher will be particularly sensitive to emerging variable© that influence how efficacy relates to position, role, and orientation, fhe variables
identified or further elucidated will be roughly ordered to
give focus and direction to the following steps of the project*

With such an exploratory design, no direct correla-

tions can be made, but tables will be drawn up to compare
questionnaire data and interview material as to:
1) school and non-school workers* responses
2) possible groupings of similar responses among
school and ncn-school personnel
3) possible clustering of similar responses due to aa
intervening variable, such as orientation*

n
EXPgofBB wxwsums
Bus to the nature of the study, no conclusions, as
such, are expected*

However, the findings predicted by the

author aret
1) Resources available to the worker to change the
school system, vary widely within the school system and outside the sehool system*
2)fhe point of entry into the school system greatly
affects the worker's efficacy*
3)The higher the point of entry into the school system, the more consensual resources that are open
to the worker*
4)Changing the school system through policy alterations is not the prime interest of school social
workers *
5)School social workers' distrust and suspicion of
system change, where it exists, will be as great
as the majority of educators*
6) No clearly defined profile of workers outside the
system interested in school system change will
emerge at this time*
7) fhe only variable that will emerge about workers
outside the sehool system interested in system
change is their tendency to cluster together, and
not work individually towards sehool system change*
- 19 -
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8) fhe woifcsr's background is academic and p y a e t ^
experience will be an important variable in communication and legitimation of strategies within
the educational structure*
9) fhe job description of the majority of school
social workers will not mention system change*
10) So dearly definable profile will emerge as to
the school social worker's perception of the
sources of expectation (within the sehool system)
that affect his role and function. A tendency
towards confusion about the location of primary
and secondary sources will emerge*
11) Professional reference groups, where they exist,
will affect the social worker's efficacy in altering sehool system policies*

fhe tendency of

the worker will be to follow the norms of the professional reference group, whether inside or outside the system*
12) fhe orientation (including the worker's methodological preference, social work education and experience, and social values concerning changing the
sehool system) of the worker will emerge as am important intervening variable in the relationship
of position to worker efficacy*

Til
IMPIiICAflOSS

ftesear$| y a f ^ s ^ o n s
fhe findings would suggest that further investigation
into the relationship between the school social worker's efficacy in system change through policy alterations and his
position, must concentrate on the factors that affect the
sehool social worker's perception of his role, function, and
resources.

Comparisons as to the differences between the

school social worker's perceptions and the perceptions of a
more community-based worker, seem indicated.
fhe orientation of the worker in the system may be
the most important variable la effecting policy changes* If
the worker perceives himself as an integral part of the educational machine, (particularly if he sees himself as set In
the vertical structure), his commitment will be to goals
other than system-wide change. However, if the orientation
of the worker is to address his efforts* to the school as a
system, as well as to his clients within it, his efficacy may
be increased.
The influence of the school system's expectations for
social workers both formal and informal must be further clarified, fhe confusion that workers have regarding the sources
•through M s position, whether it be inside or outside
the system
-•21 -
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of expectation requires further research*

If middle manage-

ment and other levels of system administration are unclear
as to their role in relating to the worker about his role,
functions and resources, role strain In the entire system
may affect the worker's efforts. Shis situation may negatively affect the worker's orientation to the system, but
positively affect his efforts toward change.
fhe role of the worker in dealing with the system, as
well as toe priorities set and strategies considered, may
appear to be a sub-function of his professional identity and
reference group.

Clarification of the reference group's in-

fluence on professional goals and practices would be an additional aim in the second step of this project. Workers in
the system who sign teachers* contracts and who are responsible to a middle management educator, may take on part of the
set of the school teacher, particularly in a system employing few social workers, fhe worker may lack a reference
group that can support and clarify the social worker's role
in a system that is controlled by another profession*

fhe

role of professional reference groups outside the system influencing worker efforts to change policy jLj| the system, is
a variable to be remembered in future research, fhe finding
that workers outside the system cluster together to work towards sehool system change, underlines the importance of the

• 23 **

reference group variable*

Perhaps groups of individuals

outside the system have more resources at their disposal in
to to, even though their individual resources may be rather
limited*

As Brager has pointed out, the sehool system is

sensitive to outside pressure and attention and as in civil
war, toe quarrelling school ranks may close in fear against
community intervention*1
Definitely enough stepping stones will be discovered
through this study to make the continued project a worthwhile research goal*

Sheory an* 3frqg*49» ^ t i U ^ f r f t 8
It may appear that the orientation of the worker has
a greater effect on his efficacy in systems change, than
the norms of the setting.
At once this la both encouraging and discouraging for practice*

It would suggest that change can happen in settings

with norms that do not actively encourage innovation if the
orientation of the change agents remain firm, fhls development makes some assumptions, however, that are discouraging
upon closer view*

In the school system, the change agent

is in jeopardy of losing his panoramic social work perspective, fhe system's orientation is not that usually attributed to 20th century social work theory. Some educational
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policies are in direct opposition to current behavioural
theories, (i.e. enforcing standard expectations m all children in terms of behaviour, regardless of developmental, oultural, or socio-economic differences).
In order to remain a professional and not a quasi
social worker, ssore emphasis may b® needed on praotlc® orientation and how to keep it, not just obtain it.
fhls is an area social work educators and professional associations must address, in order to graduate, aoelal workers
who may be Identifiable as professional workers throuii&out
their careers.
An aside for practice, Is the communication gap between iion-sooial work instltutione and social workers. Perhaps, a beginning practical step aight be to recruit workers
who have had practical educational experience to work with
these systeias. Since ©ducatora arc overly suspicious of
aeadeaio opinion, and respect practical experience in their
own field, a worker with this background might allay enough
fears to permit uadefensive dialogue. Again the orientation
question muat be firmly settled within the worker and system
to prevent role strain.
In a system as publicly sanctioned by, yet alienated
from, the community, it appears difficult to work from within due to system constrictions, and yet difficult also to

25 -

gain access from outside.
Perhaps a beginning tactic might be a demonstration project
involving community workers seconded to the school system
from another community system (i.e. Department of Health).
In this way, the worker's point of entry would be at the
Board level (escaping part of the hierarohial bind) and the
worker's domain would legitimately be system-wide.* fhe
worker's reference group would be the social work system of
origin.

In this way the worker would supplement the educa-

tional system, yet have a legitimised position and status
within it. fhe additional power and support of the sponsoring system might leave the worker free to concentrate
more on system change, then on endless orientation, methodology and access struggles.

POOfHOfE
iGeorge A. Brager, "Bffeeting Organizational Change
fhrough a Demonstration Project: fhe Case of Schools**,
Community Action Against Poverty. Hew Haven, 1967, p. 110.

"placement from one system to another

APPMiaX A

Questionnaire
fhe locations, numbers and employers of sehool social workers
in Ontario is available through the current list of School
Board facilities compiled by the Women Teachers federation
of Ontario*

from this information, the questionnaires will

be sent to all Ontario school social workers*

This list will

also provide the total number of school social workers in
Ontario in order to compile the percentage of workers who
complete and return the questionnaire*

- 26 -
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PLEASE ASSWBR AS HONESTLY AS 700 CAS
1* I have the following educational backgrounds
I.A.
One year post-graduate social work
two years post-graduate social work
More than two years post-graduate social
M.A. in field, other than social work
Other

,
_
~

Fi#w

2* I have the following experience in sehool social works
1 year
. ..,
f years

<mmmmMt

3 years
_
3-5 years
..
more than 5 years ,,__
5. Additionally, I have had the following experience in
other areas o f social works
1 year
•—«..
2-3 years
m^mmm
3-5 years
mmmmmmm
mors than 5 years
n
Area with most experience

mmmfmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmml^^

4* Educationally, I have the most concentration in the
following methodology: (please order, 1 , 2 , 3 , 4)
casework
.—_
group work
|.. .rr ,
community organisation mmmmmm
©th***
« — — . Sosclfy
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5. a) Ideally, social work in the school system should have
the following goals and aims:

b) How could these aims and goals be implemented?

6. Do you think the school system needs to be changed?
Yes
Ho
_ .
If your answer is yes, please answer Question 7.
7. Do you think the social worker can do or should be the
activating force in this change?
Mo

_

If yes, please explain why the social worker ean or should
be the activating force.
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If Wo, please explain why the social worker cannot or
should net be the activating force, and who might be
a better choice for this role*

8* In my day to day work I spend most of my time involved t&t
(please order 1, 2, 3 ) *
helping individuals change
helping groups change
helping the school system change
9* In the past year I attempted to alter a policy or part of
a policy of my sehool system.
Xes
Ho
_
If Tea Is answered to Question 9» please answer 9a*
9.a) In the past year, has the school system altered a
policy or part of a policy, due to your direct or
indirect influence or opinion?
Tea
,
Ko
If Yes, please explain the policy change involved and
the method used to accomplish this change.
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If So, please explain the policy resistances, or barriers
or choices involved*

10.In your opinion, Is policy change in the school system
more feasible by a sehool social worker or a social
worker outside the system? inother professional? Please
explain your reasons fully.
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^nterv^ew ,8fih,sfl^f
fhe interviewees (8-10) will b© selected by a "best
Informants** method through contact© the researcher has in
the educational and social work fields, fhe publication,
fhls Ksjgaslfls,, Is About Schools may also provide some leads
from which to select oases* These persons will be asked
for personal interviews ox* at least one hour, carried out
in a private setting.
In the personal interviews, the researcher will seek
answers to the following questionss
1) What is the worker's social work experience?
2) What is the educational background of the worker?
3) ,<hat is his attitude towards school system policy
changes?
4) What era his goals in school social work?
5) What is his position in relation to the sehool
eyctea?
6) Has the worker attempted policy changes?
7) What is his method?
8) Why is he interested in system change?
9) What place have reference groups in M E professional life?
10) If blocks or resistance exist in the system, where
are they and at what level?
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11) What is his view of social worker's efficacy
inside and/or outside the system, in terms of
change potential?
Arses of special interest or commitment will be explored
fully in the interview.

APPBtBIX B

As this study is the beginning step In a longer project,
the next phase for the research is outlined below.
Phase II
Prom the results of Phase I, it is predicted that
three variables will emerge as very

influential in the rela-

tionship of position to efficacy, fhe predicted variables
are orientation, role conflict, and referenoe groups. A
descriptive study to assess the particular characteristics
of each, and the relationship of position to efficacy would
then be needed.

Hypotheses would be formulated, and a sam-

ple population of social workers selected as the universe
for the study,

fhe sample would be selected on the baeis of

questionnaire replies received in Phase I. Representativeness (in terms of geographic location, attitude, policy
changes effected, and school system size etc.) could be addressed using the data collected from the interviews, questionnaires and the Federation list.
Data would then be available on which to build new
hypotheses and define a study universe. Prom the information
gathered in Phase I, a wider population of social workers
outside the system would be known for work in Phase II.
Data and opinion would be solicited from the school
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system Administration in this Phase to better understand
the relationship of role conflict in schools, and tabulate
the current practices in dealing with this phenomenon.
Prom the results of Phase I, particular levels of Administration would be focused upon.
Contact with local branches of O.A.P.S.W. would be
made in order to find professional reference groups, channelling their efforts toward school system change. Interviewing m& questionnaires would be used to try and discover the factors that give rise to reference groups and
positive action, as well as the variables that prevent reference group formulation or continuance, and group action.
As a part of Phase II, the present document would be
presented and explained to funding bodies in order to make
the project a viable ongoing research project. Suggested
bodies are C.A.S.W., local branches of O.A.P.8.W., the Provincial Department of Health, the Provincial Department of
Bdueation, the Canadian Mental Health Association and the
Department of Rational Health and Welfare*

fhe lasttiur

organisations would be approached on the basis of the preventative potential inherent in better understanding the
factors in sehool system change, and its positive influence
on the Ontario population's well-being.
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